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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper reports on research conducted into the politics 

dynamics changed the direction of regional electoral system 

(hereafter referred to as Pilegda). These changes have an 

impact on disharmony with local government systems that 

can be used in the future. Other things are also caused by 

high level of political representation, and to find out what 

factors are related to the Pilegda system (Yustiningrum 

and Ichwanuddin,  2014). This system used to choose 

regional house of representative (DPRD) periodically every 

five years and they are functioning as executor element of 

local government. The election of DPRD members is held 

through regional legislative elections which is as part of 

implementation of simultaneous Indonesian legislative 

elections because it is done simultaneously in the entire 

territories of the unitary republic of Indonesia. 

Implementation of Indonesian legislative elections are 

divided into four Indonesian legislative elections to elect: a) 

Central house of representative; b)Regional Representative 

Council of the Republic of Indonesia; c) Provincial regional 

house of representative; and d) Regency regional house of - 

 

representative. The participants of Indonesian legislative 

elections are the political parties who nominate their 

candidates of legislative members. Next, nowadays there 

are many problems, for examples: since the first general 

election in 1955 up to 2014, the weaknesses of proportional 

system in Indonesian legislative election (Kartiko, 2014). 

The evaluation of the general election implementation has 

already been done. Since the first general election in 1955 

to April 9th, 2014, there were many weaknesses and lack in 

implementation.  

In addition, talking about the general election 

implementation in region, there were problems in relation 

with “money politics” and “high cost” in this kind of politic 

which was described by Harris (2005) from several surveys, 

some polling and researches which have been conducted to 

the political parties and legislative institution showed the 

decline in the level of public confidence, especially to the big 

incumbent parties, both in legislative and executive. Those 

facts are not only because of decline on public confidence to 

political parties, but also because of tendency of the 

increasing problems of money politics in relation with 
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legislative-executive, particularly at the local level.  

Based on those problems above, it could be seen there 

were some different problems which became this research 

focus; the researchers focused on this study to find a 

harmony system format of Indonesian legislative elections 

at regions in accordance with system format of local 

government; this research is expected to have the effect of 

increasing the level of political representation of the local 

community showed by their legislators.   

However, because of the limitation of time and fund, if 

this research was conducted more broadly in all regions of 

Indonesia or some provinces, then researchers would not be 

able to do it. Therefore, we only focused on comparative 

studies of system implementation of regional legislative 

elections at Musi Rawas Regency, Lubuklinggau City and 

North Musi Rawa Regency because those three regions 

were closed to the place of researchers so that we could 

more afford to get data maximally.  

Culturally there were differences in ethnicity and race 

and the level of education among the people of the three 

regions, so the potential conflicts of differences in 

implementing a policy, system of government or electoral 

system could be happened easily. For those reasons, the 

researchers were very interested to study those problems. 

Based on those explanations above, this paper tried to 

formulate the research problems as follow: How do politics 

dynamics in regional legislative elections have a format 

harmony with local government in political perspective. 

2. METHODS 

Design and methods qualitative as considerations in this 

research is required to discuss and collect information and 

facts from informants, about the dynamics of regional 

politics and regional legislative elections, specifically 

concerning discussing the implementation of the regional 

legislative election system (Pilegda) currently used in Musi 

Rawas district, Lubuklinggau city, and Musi Rawas Utara 

district, starting from the process of applying it to the 

output produced by the system. Data of 5 informants at the 

home of regional representatives, 5 political parties (in 2 

different districts) 

Therefore, researchers were required to absorb the 

views according to the informants themselves by collecting 

data in the form of detailed stories of informants who 

expressed what they were, in accordance with the language 

and views of the informants. To achieve a high level of data 

validity, the researcher must provide the widest 

opportunity for informants to explain the phenomena, 

processes, and impacts of regional political dynamics and 

the application of the regional legislative electoral system 

currently in use, so that informants' and aspirations can be 

revealed complete and holistic, and then processed and 

analysed systematically and structurally with the studies 

of political theories, which were able to provide deep, 

critical, objective, and substantive results of the study. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Approach and Previous Related Studies 

In this research, related to the problems to be discussed, it 

was about regional political dynamics and system of 

Indonesian regional legislative election collaborated with 

local government system, so that it will produce a level of 

regional community political representation toward their 

legislators. The researchers in this research will conduct 

the study by using rational choice approaches and new 

institutionalism. This was caused the study focus on 

regional political dynamic and system of regional 

legislative election that it will be appropriately by using 

approach method of rational choice thinking and new 

institutionalism approach because it will study general 

election commission, assembly at regional level and local 

government. Theoretically, rational choice theory according 

to Marsh and Stoker (2002) was: “That when we are faced 

to several kinds of actions, people usually do what they 

believe having   the best possible result. I will say that 

rational choice is a set of equipment’s which are really 

needed by experts of political science”.  

Here, we could know that to study regional political 

dynamic and Indonesian legislative elections, it will 

certainly discuss about system, process and institutions, 

and also problems outside theories which need some 

approaches of the rational choice theories (Avianto 2014). 

Then, in the previous related studies, as mentioned before 

in the background study, there were researchers who 

conducted the research related to the system of legislative 

elections, but it was not specifically regional legislative 

elections. In the previous related studies, as follows:  

Marzuki (2007) to explore paradigmatic approach the 

influence of general election system (electoral law) toward 

political representativeness, especially on the assembly of 

provincial level, both political representation in formal 

meaning and political representation in material meaning. 

Sukriono (2009) was more specializing on the study 

about application of general elections systems with the plus 

and minus, and he also suggested the possibility of the 

appropriate general election system in Indonesia. The role 

of general election as an instrument maintain the 

sovereignty of democracy, by principle of direct, general, 

free, and confidential (referred to as Luber) and honest and 

fair (referred to as Jurdil) which in implementation, it was 

not only determined by electoral process, but also 

influenced by electoral system itself. More focusing on 

system implementation of general election on democracy 

perspective was where this general election system 

basically related to the how to count votes, calculate votes 

and share seats (Kartiko, 2014).   

Based on previous related studies above, it could be 

seen clearly that previous researches/studies associated 

with this research have some similarities, but research 

focuses were still different in this research. This research 

was more focused on correlation between regional 

legislative elections with a level of community political 
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representation, and it will be seen from harmonization 

between regional legislative elections with the current local 

government system. 

3.2 The political dynamics and regional legislative election 

According to some experts, definition dynamics politics 

regional was the occurrence of changes and developments 

in political phenomena that occur in a region and/or 

regional government.  The dynamic of events or political 

phenomena that occur in the region vary widely ranging 

from regional elections to regional heads, village head 

elections, regional legislative election, and so forth. This 

article will focus only on dynamics regional legislative 

elections, especially in comparative studies on the 

implementation of the regional legislative electoral system 

in Musi Rawas District, Lubuklinggau City and North Musi 

Rawas Regency; relating to the harmonization of the 

regional legislative electoral system with the regional 

government system, and with the level of community 

political representation towards the legislator. 

Many concepts are related to general elections, but a 

general understanding of the electoral system according to 

Budiardjo (2008: 461) that in the study of political science 

various electoral systems have been known with various 

variations, but in general there are two main principles, 

namely: a) Single-member Constituency (one electoral 

district or district area chooses one representative; usually 

called the District System); b) Multi-member Constituency 

(one electoral district chooses several representatives; 

usually called the balanced representative system or the 

proportional system).  

Then the concept of the electoral system was also put 

forward by Duverger in Grofman and Lijphart (2003:4) the 

plurality system favors the two-party system, while 

proportional-system method and the double-ballot system 

favor multiparty. Proportional representation tends to lead 

to the formation of many independent parties; (2) The 

two-ballot majority system tends to lead to the formation of 

many parties that are allied with each other; (3) The 

plurality rule tends to produce a two-party system. 

In general, the concept of an electoral system known 

as two main models is the district system (single-member 

constituency) and proportional system (multi-member 

constituency). However, there are very different electoral 

systems used in Indonesia and several countries in the 

world, namely a mixed system of district systems and 

proportional systems, namely an open proportional system.  

The district system is the oldest electoral system and 

is based on geographical unity (region), where each 

geographical unit or region is called a district, because the 

small area covered then gets a seat in parliament. Where 

districts are one small area (electoral district) choose a 

single representative (single-member constituency) with 

the basic concept of plurality (most votes). Proportional 

system according to Budiardjo (2008: 462) is a system that 

divides a large area (electoral district) choosing several 

representatives (multi-member constituency). The main 

difference between this system and the district system is 

how to calculate vote acquisition can produce differences in 

the composition of representatives in parliament for each 

political party. 

Whereas in Indonesia, using a proportional system 

with an open list of candidates or an open proportional 

system is a system for selecting DPR and DPRD members 

is a system in which the determination of the winner of an 

election in an electoral district is based on the acquisition of 

the seat of the political party and the calculation of the 

results for the legitimate votes of the political party using 

the voters split number. While the intent of the list of 

candidates is open, that at the time of nomination, political 

parties are given the opportunity to determine the names of 

candidates with the best qualifications as many as the 

number of seats allocated in the electoral district. 

3.3 The political dynamics and proportional Pilegda  

System of Regional Legislative Election (Pilegda) is a 

system of elections used to elect members of the regional 

legislature or in other words members Regional House of 

Representatives (DPRD) both provincial DPRD and 

district/city DPRD. The Pilegda system in its 

implementation remains guided by the basic principles of 

democracy and the basic principles of elections from the 

central legislature, namely the People's Representative 

Council of the Republic of Indonesia (DPR-RI), namely 

open proportional system. This is done because of the 

uniformity in the legislative Election system that is used 

and regulated by the applicable Election legislation.  

According to researchers at this time the notion of the 

regional legislative election system here has the same 

meaning as the legislative election system above. But the 

meaning of the word "Region" here has the same meaning 

as "region" in the regional government. The nature of mind 

during the French Revolution formulated “gamete” 

(Autonomous Regions) as "A community alliance that is 

united by local / regional relations”. This formula proposed 

by Wajong (1975: 8) emphasizes more: 

a) There is an environment or region with a border that 

is smaller than the State; 

b) There is a sufficient number of residents;  

c) The existence of interests that are difficult to 

distinguish from those managed by the state, but 

which are related to the environment, so that the 

population moves to jointly try on the basis of 

self-help; 

d) The existence of an organization that is sufficient to 

carry out those interests; 

e) The ability to provide the necessary costs. 

In fact, the General Election, in accordance with Law 

number 8 of 2012 concerning general elections in articles 3 

and 5, has the purpose and objectives of its implementation, 

namely: 

a) Select people's representatives who sit in people's 

representative institutions at the central, provincial 
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and regional levels (DPR-RI, Provincial DPRD and 

Regency / City DPRD). 

b) Select people's representatives who sit in regional 

representative institutions (DPD RI); 

c) Establish a democratic, strong government and obtain 

maximum support from the people (Legitimate); 

according to Aurel Croissant (in Riswanto, 2016: 1-2). 

3.4 The politic dynamics and political representation  

Conceptually, the meaning of representative government 

can be expressed from various approaches using various 

disciplines. The concept of representative government can 

be explained from the concept “governance relationship” 

underlying the science of government ontologism (Ndraha, 

2003) representative mechanism that is more effective than 

the population. Given a life (power to on behalf of who is 

ordered to interact with the government) by constituent, 

have their own will and from here, their own interests and 

are bound to the structure. Their behavior changed, it can 

overthrow the government, can conspire with the 

government (executive), and can turn against the 

aspirations of the people that it should represent Riemer 

(Arfani 1997) (Saragih, 1994). The political representation 

consists of four types, namely:  

a) Type of Trustee, if a people's representative is seen to 

know what is best for the interests of the nation (region) 

and the voting community (constituency), and act in 

harmony with that knowledge and awareness;  

b) Type of delegate, people's representatives are seen as 

representing the interests of their constituents or the 

voting community. Therefore, in activities in 

representative institutions, such as giving an opinion or 

opinion in a trial, the behavior of a representative is 

determined by what constitutes the interests of his 

constituents;  

c) Type of partisan, is to increase the position and role of 

political parties in the legislative process as a whole, 

especially the party's attachment to its ideology which 

is then known as party discipline;  

d) Type of politico, is a combination of the three, meaning 

that a representative of the people must act on the basis 

of his/her conscience (conscience), the voting community 

(constituency), and his/her party (party). 

 Local political representatives are born as a 

consequence of decentralization to carry out the functions 

of local government in accordance with applicable laws and 

regulations. Regional government or local government can 

mean as an organ and can also function. As a function local 

government translated as local government. As an organ, 

local government often called local authority which 

includes council or DPRD. local government can also mean 

as autonomous. In its development, the concept of a 

government system underwent a shift in which a mixed 

government system was also known. This is as described by 

Achmad (2012): mixed government system is an attempt to 

find a middle ground to take the best from parliamentary 

and presidential systems. In practice, there are two models 

of mixed government systems, namely centralization and 

decentralization. This mixed government system model, for 

example of those system, there are two states. First, the 

mixed model of centralization is in the French state; Second, 

a mixed model of decentralization with the concept of 

regional autonomy, namely in the country of Indonesia. 

 

3.5 The politic dynamic and community political 

representatives 

We have seen that the regional politics in the three 

research areas have been running quite dynamically, 

although it is still far from our shared expectations in the 

effort to build a qualified and responsible democracy. 

However, if this situation is perceived from the point of 

view of regional political stability, it is good, where all the 

legislative elections and regional head elections have been 

running well, smoothly and peacefully. Moreover, they 

upheld the principles of elections – direct, general, secret, 

honest and fair – and, in the same time, included the hope 

of realizing the election organizers with professionalism 

and integrity.  

a) Voting Model ; On the three research areas , it was seen 

that the voting model of each voter had no serious 

constraints and there was no differences in term of the 

implementation by the General Election Commission 

(KPU). Indeed, the current model was quite confusing 

and complicated for low-educated people. Therefore, a 

more practical method is needed in delivering their 

votes. The large number of ballot papers that must be 

chosen by the community is enough to make the public 

confused in voting. This was because they are not too 

familiar with the candidates who nominate themselves, 

especially the number of candidates from each ballot 

paper. This can be simplified by improving the systems 

and methods in the central, provincial and district/city 

legislative elections. Systemically, to reduce the public’s 

confusion, the system was improved by nominating each 

electoral district with fewer candidates. Then, 

methodologically, the voting should have started to 

make modifications and political education for the 

community to take advantage of information technology, 

such as the use of electronic voting (e-voting). 

b) Electoral District; The indicator of the size of electoral 

districts is a major factor in the electoral system. Here it 

is seen whether an election system will go to the district 

or proportionally. Therefore, the researchers believe 

that Regional legislative election for the next five years 

has to make repairs to this electoral district, or in other 

words, guided by the concept of a semi-district model, 

namely the electoral district is a sub-district only; This 

model can produce legislators who have legitimacy of 

more than 66 percent of the voters’ legitimate votes or, 

in other words, higher than the level of legitimacy in 

representation in the elections. They impact on 

increasing the political representation of the community 
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towards its legislators.  

c) The Making of Representation Restrictions; Restrictions 

toward the voters and candidates are still needed to 

meet the needs of government, development and 

democracy. Therefore, the strengthening of political 

parties and the regeneration of political parties is 

needed to increase the capacity and capability of 

candidates. Global challenges and national and regional 

needs have always been the main factors in taking 

consideration of a public policy. This is expected to lead 

to an increase in the performance of the Regional House 

of Representatives and the effectiveness of regional 

government and regional people’s welfare.  

d. Election Formula Method; The implementation of the 

election formula model set by the government and KPU 

is generally valid and similarly executed in the three 

research locations. Thus, the researchers do not find 

differences in their application in all three locations. 

But the researchers found criticism from political actors 

and the public that the current election formula model 

needs to be evaluated to be simpler and more efficient 

and more effective. Here, the researchers propose a 

change with a pluralistic pattern for each electoral 

district with the political vote rank in accordance with 

the number of seats available. In fact, the use of the 

calculation formula with this SLM model has already 

led to the process towards the semi-district calculation 

model. According to the researchers, this should be 

supported towards a pluralistic model.  

e. Threshold Method; The threshold model was not 

applied in regional legislative election, and this did not 

make any difference in the implementation of the three 

study sites. However, the researchers believe that the 

threshold model for regions with a semi-district system 

model should be used as a reference in policy and 

decision making in the election law. This is because 

there is no parliamentary threshold in the district 

model since in each electoral district, those who get a 

seat are only political parties that get the most votes 

according to the number of seats available.  

f. Method for Determining Regional Representatives; The 

determination model of the number of seats in the 

Regional House of Representatives and the House of 

Representatives at this time needs to be readjusted, 

where the size of the population and the area 

represented by a legislative member can be a guideline 

in determining the number of representative seats in an 

area. Therefore, it is appropriate if this guideline 

continues based on the total area of the sub-district and 

the population so that the DPRD members will focus 

more on their constituents.  

Based on the political perceptions of the community in 

the regional legislative election, it was stated that the 

regional legislative election system today needs to be 

continually reformed to go to the regional legislative 

election system which is more ideal, efficient, and effective 

in carrying out regional governance. This can be done by 

changing the regional legislative election system from the 

open proportional system to the semi-district system. This 

is certainly expected to bring many advantages in the 

performance of the DPRD and the political representation 

of the community, as well as strengthen the system of 

regional government itself, without forgetting the 

principles of democracy and the system of regional 

government.  

Relevance of political representation with the 

effectiveness of the current regional government will be 

difficult to realize if the model of political representation is 

still ambiguous with a mixed representation (politico) 

relationship model between political representation of the 

community and the very dominant political parties. 

Moreover, the capabilities and capacities of DPRD 

members are still below people’s expectations and needs in 

carrying out their duties and functions. The utilization of 

information technology in politics is appropriate and must 

be applied by the government and election organizers as 

soon as possible. As a result, the implementation of 

elections in Indonesia can be more effective, efficient, 

accountable, transparent and professional in realizing 

better democracy in the future.  

In general, the effectiveness of regional government 

can be achieved well if the regional legislative election 

system is aligned by using a model of political 

representation that is delegate. This is very possible 

because this model greatly guarantees the level of political 

representation of legislators to its constituents is very high. 

Nevertheless, there is, indeed, a weakening in the 

representation of political parties.  

Regional legislative election system today is 

considered already quite good but it cannot provide the 

quality and loyalty of legislators to their constituents or 

their political party. Therefore, the researchers believe that 

changing the good and ideal Regional legislative election 

system will further enhance the political representation of 

the community by regional legislators, including improving 

regulations in overcoming weaknesses in human resources 

and the integrity of candidates in the future. There should 

be a fairly fundamental change in the election system in 

order to meet the balance of the system between the 

regional legislative election system and the regional 

government system which is guided by level of political 

representation in the DPRD of which relationship is very 

high with its constituents, namely with the semi-district 

Regional legislative election system. 

The ideal condition of the regional legislative election 

system can only be achieved if the regional legislative 

election system is replaced with a semi-district regional 

legislative election system. This system means that one 

electoral district is only one sub-district and the selection 

formula model is based on the principle of plurality. In 

addition, this system must be supported by institutional 

strengthening and work programs of political parties in 

regeneration, as well as used and compliance of information 

technology at each stage of regional legislative election. As 
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a result, it is expected that implementation regional 

legislative election system contributes had to improving the 

political representation and the legislator’s performance as 

people's representatives in their regions.  

Politically, as the level of political representation with 

a relationship model (delegates) is getting higher, it can be 

proposed that the regional elections can be conducted by 

parliament only - although this still needs a deeper study. 

The system of regional house of representatives is not 

currently harmony with the local government system 

because the Regional legislative election system is 

supposed to use the model of semi-districts. By therefore, 

the change in the Regional legislative election system from 

proportionally open to the semi-district system must be 

done by making changes to three things, namely: 1) 

reducing the electoral area only to one sub-district, 2) doing 

the votes calculation formula using the principle of 

plurality, and 3) strengthening the organizational function 

and cadre of political parties. Then, with the above changes, 

it must also be supported by the implementation of 

Regional legislative election that is qualified (professional, 

honest and fair) and has integrity. As a result, it could give 

birth to regional legislators who have a good level of 

political representation to their constituents, as well as 

being able to provide effectiveness local government.  

Furthermore, the unification of regulations integrated 

between the system of the Regional Government and the 

Regional House of Representatives election system and the 

Regional Head election system is a necessity in order to 

create harmonization of the system which results in a more 

effective performance of local governments. This must also 

be supported by the regulation or regulation of the Ministry 

Affairs, which supports the creation of harmonious rules for 

improving performance, both by the Regional Government 

and by the Regional House of Representatives so that the 

effectiveness of local governments can be effectively 

achieved. 

The results discussion and debate as explained above 

(see picture 1), then as a solution to answer the problem in 

this research, there is a concept that can be drawn to 

operationalize in the field study as a guide in observations 

and documentation in the future. So, these concepts of 

changing of regional legislative electoral system that is in 

harmony with the regional government system, and other 

systems (such as political systems, party systems, and 

socio-cultural systems), is a "necessity" so that election 

effectiveness can be achieved. Then with a harmonious 

system it is also expected to increase the high level of 

political representation of the community between 

legislators and their constituents. 

The theoretical suggestions that researchers can 

recommend in this study can provide insight and 

development of new concepts in science, particularly in 

political science about the legislative election areas in 

Indonesia. It also elaborates how a regional legislative 

election system has a significant relevance with other 

systems in the achievement of its effectiveness, particularly 

the local government system. Meanwhile, the practical 

suggestions that researchers can recommend are 1) the 

ideal regional legislative election system for regional 

government system is semi-district, 2) The Regional House 

of Representatives is not as mandatory as the House of 

Representatives, 3) A study needs to be conducted 

holistically so that it can proceed with the improvement of 

integrated regulation, ranging from regional legislative 

system to the local government system, and 4) Semi-district 

regional legislative election system looks very significant in 

relation to the current regional government system 

(regional autonomy). If viewed from the perspective of the 

high level of representation of the community/constituent 

politics, it, in turn, will have a positive impact on the 

performance of Regional House of Representatives. Also, it 

will also have an impact on the effectiveness of local 

government (harmony between the Regional legislative 

election system and the regional government system).  

Finally, with limited time and other supporting facilities, of 

course, we are well aware that there are still too many 

shortcomings in this study. Therefore, constructive 

suggestions and criticisms as well as further research are 

highly expected to provide the perfection of this research in 

the future. 

 

Figure 1. Regional Legislative Election System 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The dynamics politics and the regional legislative electoral 

system had a high level of political representation. The 

today’s election system still needs fundamental changes to 

meet the system balance between the regional legislative 

election system with a regional government system. Then, 

the concept of the regional legislative electoral system had 

harmonization with the regional government system in a 

political perspective. In a political review, the current 

regional legislative election system has not been 

harmonized with the regional government system, because 

the Regional legislative election system has not district. 

Therefore, changes in the Regional legislative election 

system from proportionally open to semi-district systems 

must be implemented to achieve a systemic harmony.  

The correlation of harmonious relations between the 

regional legislative election system and the regional 

government system can be achieved well if the regional 

legislative electoral system can improve the model of 

political representation that is delegate or "delegate”. This 

model can be realized if the regional legislative election 

system uses a semi-district system that greatly guarantees 

the legislator’s level of political representation only to very 

high constituents. If this system is used for the legislative 
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elections, there will be a high level of representation of the 

regional people by their legislators. Through smart and 

democratic competitions, the regional house of 

representatives election will have a position, function and 

duty as a regional legislature that is intact and balanced 

with the regional head in the context of strategic partners 

(check and balance). Meanwhile, to overcome the problem 

of the interests of political parties against the legislators 

who are sometimes not in harmony with the vision and 

mission of political parties, the vision and mission of the 

political party must adapt to the wishes and aspirations of 

the people as a whole and integrated. As a consequence, the 

expectations of the local people are accumulated and are 

aligned with the vision and mission of the political party 

itself. 

 Furthermore, the regional legislative election system 

used a semi-district model, supported by implementation of 

quality, integrity and professionalism, as well as being 

honest and fair; will be able to give birth to regional 

legislators who have a good level of political representation 

towards their constituents and political parties; and at the 

same time able to provide effectiveness in the 

implementation of regional government. 
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